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Abstract. Word mismatch between queries and documents is a longstanding challenge in information retrieval. Recent advances in distributed
word representations address the word mismatch problem by enabling semantic matching. However, most existing models rank documents based
on semantic matching between query and document terms without an
explicit understanding of the relationship of the match to relevance. To
consider semantic matching between query and document, we propose
an unsupervised semantic matching model by simulating a user who
makes relevance decisions. The primary goal of the proposed model is
to combine the exact and semantic matching between query and document terms, which has been shown to produce effective performance
in information retrieval. As semantic matching between queries and entire documents is computationally expensive, we propose to use local
contexts of query terms in documents for semantic matching. Matching
with smaller query-related contexts of documents stems from the relevance judgment process recorded by human observers. The most relevant
part of a document is then recognized and used to rank documents with
respect to the query. Experimental results on several representative retrieval models and standard datasets show that our proposed semantic
matching model significantly outperforms competitive baselines in all
measures.
Keywords: Semantic Matching · Local context · Retrieval model .
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Introduction

In basic retrieval models such as BM25 [30] and the language modeling framework [29], the relevance score of a document is estimated based on explicit matching of query and document terms. These retrieval models have been improved in
several directions; in this study, we focus on two of them: (1) semantic matching,
and (2) simulating human relevance decision making.
First, different choices of words between the authors of documents and users
interested in those documents impose the long-standing challenge of term mismatch between query and documents. Basic retrieval models suffer from the
term mismatch problem, since semantically related terms do not contribute to
the relevance scores of documents.
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Several techniques have been developed to address the term mismatch problem, including query expansion [24,37,31,10,39], latent models [8,14,4], and retrieval using distributed representations of words [13]. Query expansion techniques using global or local analysis of documents have shown improvements
in the performance of retrieval models; however, these techniques suffer from
query-independent analysis of documents in a large corpus or query drift [7],
respectively. Latent models have been used for matching queries and documents
represented in latent semantic space. Although semantic matching is required
for information retrieval, exact matching, especially when query terms are new
or rare, still provides strong evidence of relevance [23]. Thus, these latent models
alone do not perform well for information retrieval [3]. Translation models were
initially proposed to address the term mismatch problem in the language modeling framework for information retrieval. These models estimate the likelihood
that a query can be generated as a translation of a given document. Ganguly
et al. [13] used word embedding [22,28] to estimate document language models
through a noisy channel to address the term mismatch problem. Although there
is a large body of research on semantic matching of terms in queries and documents, many studies fail to capture important IR heuristics such as proximity
and term dependencies [21].
The second direction considers how people actually make relevance decisions.
Relevance in almost all retrieval models is measured by comparing query terms
with terms in the entire text of a document. This fundamental choice of input to
scoring functions is not compatible with how a person perceives a document as
relevant or non-relevant to his/her information need. This mismatch can lead to
non-optimal performance of retrieval systems [18,19]. Kong et al. [38] described
that a person first tries to locate pieces of a document that are likely to be
related to the query. For each piece, the person then makes relevance decision
based on the local context of the piece. If the piece is found to be relevant to the
query, the document is judged as relevant, otherwise other pieces are considered
for evaluation. Surprisingly little attention has been given to relevance ranking
based on simulating how a person makes relevance decisions. Wu et al. [36]
proposed a retrieval model simulating human relevance decision making and
using context of query terms, however their model is not based on semantic
similarity between query and the context of query terms.
Simulating human relevance decision making, we propose a novel model for
semantic matching in information retrieval. The document’s relevance to a query
is thus estimated based on local contexts in the document. Local contexts for
determining relevance consist of query terms’ window-based pieces of text. These
local contexts reduce the amount of texts considered for estimation of relevance
to a query, while no information related to the query will be missed. Having local
contexts, we compare each piece of text with the query based on both exact
and semantic term matching. The proposed semantic matching model relaxes
the assumption of independence between query terms to some extent, in that
semantic similarity of terms in the local context of a query term is weighted by
similarity of the query term with other query terms.
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Our model can thus produce document ranking effectively and efficiently.
Finally, our proposed model for relevance ranking provides the basis for natural
integration of semantic term matching and local document context analysis into
any retrieval model.

2
2.1

Related Work
Semantic Matching

In this section, we review the existing models for semantic term matching in
information retrieval.
Query expansion. Query expansion has a long history in information retrieval, where a query is expanded with terms relevant to query terms. Query
expansion can be done using global or/and local analysis [37]. Global expansion
methods use word associations obtained independent of queries, such as corpuswide information [16] or external resources such as WordNet [33]. Local query
expansion methods mainly analyze the top retrieved documents for a query.
Pseudo-relevance feedback is a well-known model of automatic query expansion,
and has shown improvements in the performance of retrieval. Several models for
pseudo-relevance feedback has been developed [31,20,24,26,2,25].
In addition, some models for query expansion use word embeddings [1,15].
Kuzi et al. find terms that are similar to the entire query or its terms using word
embeddings and use them to expand query in the relevance model [17]. Diaz et
al. [10] propose to use locally-trained embeddings for query expansion, where
documents sampled from the top retrieved documents for queries are used to
train word embeddings.
Latent models. Latent models represent queries and documents in a latent space of reduced dimensionality using the term-document matrix, such as
LSA [9], PLSA [14], and LDA [4]. However, these models do not perform well
for information retrieval [3]. Wei and Croft [35] use LDA topics to estimate
document language models in the language modeling framework, and shown improvements in the performance of retrieval. Therefore, we compare our model
with this LDA-based language model as a representative of this group.
Embedding-based retrieval models. Vulić and Moens [34] use (bilingual)
word embeddings for monolingual and bilingual information retrieval, where
queries and documents are represented as an average of the embeddings of their
terms. However, the proposed model did not improve the performance of retrieval, unless it is combined with a basic retrieval model. Zheng and Callan [41]
proposed a supervised model for re-weighting query terms in traditional retrieval
models, BM25 and language modeling framework, based on embeddings of query
terms. Although this model has shown to improve the performance of traditional
retrieval models, the retrieval is still based on only exact matching of query and
document terms.
Ganguly et al. [13] proposed a generalized estimate of document language
models using a noisy channel, which captures semantic term similarities computed using word embeddings. In this model, words that are semantically related
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to any word of a document contribute to the new estimate of document language
models, while we only consider words that are semantically related to terms in
local contexts of documents. Zamani and Croft [39] show that their query expansion model outperforms the generalized language model [13], therefore we
only report the result of embedding-based estimation of query language models.
2.2

Local Context Analysis

Wu et al. [36] proposed a model for information retrieval by simulating how
human makes relevance decisions. They consider context of query terms in documents to propose a novel retrieval method. They used related terms in context
of query terms in document as expansion terms.
Kong et al. [38] introduced three principles for combining relevance evidence
from different pieces of a document to make the final relevance decision: (1) Disjunctive Relevance Decision (DRD) principle, (2) Aggregate Relevance (AR)
principle, and (3) Conjunctive Relevance Decision (CRD) principle. Following
TREC guideline for relevance judgment stating that a document is relevant if
any piece of it is relevant to the query.
2.3

Log-Logistic Retrieval Model

We briefly introduce the information-based retrieval model based on the Loglogistic distribution, which is used in our proposed ranking model. Document
scores in this model is computed as follow:
RSV(Q, D) =

X

count(w, Q) log(

w∈Q

tf(w, D) + λw
),
λw

(1)

where tf(w, D) = count(w, D) × log(1 + c avdl
|D| ), c is a free parameter, avdl is
average document length in the collection and λw = NNw where Nw is the number
of documents containing w and N is the number of documents in the collection.

3

The Proposed Semantic Model

The relevance ranking problem is to score a document D = {d1 , d2 , . . . , dn } with
respect to a query Q = {q1 , q2 , . . . , qm } based on a combination of exact and
semantic matching between query and document terms.
According to the TREC relevance judgment process, a document is relevant
to a query if any piece of the document is relevant to the query1 . Taking this
definition, we first need to determine locations in the document that are likely
related to the query.
Determining query-related locations. Wu et al. [36] proposed the querycentric assumption, which states that relevant information only occurs in the
contexts around query terms in documents. The validity of this assumption is
confirmed with a user study [18,19]. Following this assumption, a local context
of query term qi inside document D is denoted by C(qi , D) and is determined
1

TREC: Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) data - English relevance judgements
(2000) https://trec.nist.gov/data/reljudge_eng.html.
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by a window around one occurrence of qi in D. A symmetric window of size h
centred at the occurrence of query term qi in the document, gives a local context
of following document terms.
C(qi , D) = [dj−h , . . . , dj = qi , . . . , dj+h ].

(2)

Thus, each local context of a query term has a length of 2h + 1. For simplicity,
we refer to the local context of a query term in a document as the document
context.
The next step is to estimate the relevance score of each query-centric context
c(qi , D) with respect to query Q. For this purpose, a scoring function based
on exact and semantic matching is desired. In addition, the scoring function
should satisfy the constraints defined on information retrieval models so that
ranking based on these scores provides reasonable rankings [12]. The Log-logistic
model [5] has shown to be effective for information retrieval [6]. Therefore, we
derive our local context scoring function based on the Log-logistic model as
follows:
X
sim(qj , C(qi , D)) + λqj
),
(3)
S(Q, C(qi , D)) =
log(
λqj
qj ∈Q

where λqj = Nqj N is computed based on Nqj representing the number of
documents in the collection containing qj and the total number of documents in
the collection, N . This scoring function is obtained by replacing the normalized
frequency of a query term in a document used in the Log-logistic scoring function
of Eq. (1) by semantic similarity of the query term with terms in the document
context. The similarity of term qj with respect to the local context C(qi , D)
which is a short text, is then estimated based on
X
sim(qj , C(qi , D)) =
sim(qj , w) × 1(sim(qj ,w)>θ) ,
(4)
w∈C(qi ,D)

where 1(.) represents the indicator function taking on a value of 1 if the similarity
between two terms is above the threshold parameter θ, and 0 otherwise. This
indicator function is added to filter out the impacts of words unrelated to the
query. Using this estimation of similarity, exact occurrences of query terms as
well as words semantically related to query terms contribute to the relevance
scores of local contexts in Eq. (3). And when parameter θ is set to the similarity
value of a term to itself, the scoring function reduces to exact term matching.
The underlying assumption in the scoring function of Eq. (3) as well as
many well-established retrieval models is independence between query terms.
However, the similarity between query-centric (qi ) and current query term (qi )
does not consider in this function. As an example, consider the query 303 of
TREC Robust dataset, “Hubble telescope achievements”. And assume that we
want to score a local context of query term “Hubble” which is a space telescope in
a document. Thus, term “Hubble” is in the center of this local context. Although
terms “Hubble” and “telescope” should logically have a higher similarity degree
than terms “Hubble” and “achievements” in any term association resource, we
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believe occurrences of terms related to “achievements” in the local context makes
it more likely to be relevant to the query than those of “telescope”, because we
already know that “Hubble” exists in the context and occurring “telescope” can
not have much information of relevance compared to “achievements”. Therefore,
to account for this observation, we proposed the following function to score a
document context with respect to a query.
S(Q, C(qi , D)) =

X
qj ∈Q

log(

sim(qj , C(qi , D)) + λqj
) × dis(qi , qj ),
λqj

(5)

where dis(qi , qj ) denotes the semantic difference between the query term qi in
the center of the local context and the current query term qj . We add dis(qi , qj )
to this function because we want to promote occurring query terms that semantically are far from query-centric. We compute dis(qi , qj ) = a − sim(qi , qj ), where
a is a constant that its value is obtained as a = 1 + sim(t, t).
Herein, we use word embeddings to compute term similarities. Therefore, the
similarity of a query term with a document context in Eq. (4) is computed as
follows:
X
sim(qj , C(qi , D)) =
cos(qj , w) × 1(cos(qj ,w)>θ) ,
(6)
w∈C(qi ,D)

where term vectors denote their embeddings in a continues space, and cos(.)
function computes the cosine similarity between two vectors. Accordingly, the
dissimilarity between query terms is computed as:
dis(qi , qj ) = 2 − cos(qi , qj ).

(7)

the cosine similarity gives a value in the range of [−1, 1] meaning that in case of
perfect similarity (cos(qi , qj ) = 1) the dissimilarity is minimum dis(qi , qj ) = 1
(note that because we use Eq.7 in Eq.5, the minimum value of dissimilarity
should not be 0) and when cos(qi , qj ) = −1 dissimilarity is maximum i.e.,
dis(qi , qj ) = 3.
Document relevance score. Obtaining the relevance score of each local
context of query terms in a document, we then need to score the document
with respect to the query based on the scores of its local contexts. We start by
estimating the relevance score of a document with respect to each query term.
Let ζ(qi , D) denote the set of all local contexts of query term qi in document D,
ζ(qi , D) = {C1 (qi , D), C2 (qi , D), . . . , Ck (qi , D)},

(8)

where k equals to frequency of term qi in the document, TF(qi , D).
The relevance scores of local contexts in the set ζ(qi , D) should be aggregated
to estimate the relevance score of document D with respect to qi , denoted by
SL (qi , D). Following the aggregation principles introduced by Kong et al. [38],
we consider two different aggregation function. The first disjunctive relevance
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decision principle indicates that a document is relevant if any one of its local
contexts is relevant to the query. Accordingly, we estimate SL (qi , D) using
SL (qi , D) =

max
C∈ζ(qi ,D)

S(Q, C(qi , D)).

(9)

Therefore, a document is scored according to its most relevant part to the query.
The second aggregate relevance principle states that a document with more
pieces relevant to the query should get a higher relevance score. Following this
relevance principle, we compute the relevance score of a document as
X
SL0 (qi , D) =
S(Q, C(qi , D)).
(10)
C∈ζ(qi ,D)

The max aggregation function conforms to the TREC definition of document
relevance2 ; a document is relevant if any part of the document is relevant, regardless of how small that part is compared to the entire document. We also observed
better retrieval performance using this aggregation. Therefore, we adopt the max
aggregation function for our proposed model and show the effectiveness of using
the other function in one experiment.
Normalizing local relevance scores. Relevance scores of documents with
respect to query terms in Eq. (9) are not theoretically bonded above, because
we do not consider any normalization over semantic similarity of query term qj
with respect to the query-centric context in Eq 4.
A transformation function f (.) to normalize local relevance scores of documents needs to satisfy three constraints: 1) vanishes at 0, 2) upper bounded
to 1, 3) f 0 (x) > 0 to make sure that as the value of x increases, the output
x
of function also increases. The simple yet effective function f (x) = x+σ
used
in multiple information retrieval models [27] satisfies the three mentioned constraints. Therefore, to normalize the local relevance scores, we use this function
as follows:
SL (qi , D)
,
(11)
SN (qi , D) =
SL (qi , D) + σ
where σ > 0 is a free parameter in this function.
Final document scores. Having the relevance score of a document with
respect to each query term, the final score of the document can be calculated.
For this purpose, we use weighted sum of scores of each query term to consider
the importance of each query term in ranking. Therefore, the final score of a
document is estimated as follow:
X
score(Q, D) =
SN (qi , D) × W(qi , D),
(12)
qi ∈Q

where W(qi, D) is the importance of query term qi given document D.
Query term importance. Importance of each query term has two sides: 1)
global importance which is mainly computed by the inverse document frequency
2

https://trec.nist.gov/data/reljudge_eng.html.
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(idf) of the term in the collection. 2) local importance which can be the weight
of the query term in the document. Existing retrieval models provide document
ranking based on these two factors. Therefore, we can use any basic retrieval
function to weigh query terms. In the experiments section, we show the results of using BM25, language modeling framework, and Log-logistic models for
weighting query terms.

4

Discussion

Computational time: To compute the semantic similarity between query
terms and document, we use the query-centric contexts. To do that, we first
extract the positions of query terms in the document by Indri. Then, we find
the neighbors of the query terms based on their positions in the document. By
finding the neighbors of the query terms, we compute the semantic similarity
between query terms and the query-centric contexts (i.e., the neighbors of the
query terms). In other words, we do not consider all terms in a document to
compute the semantic similarity. In contrast, the generalized language model
[13] take into account all terms in the document to find the semantic similarity
between the query and document which makes their approach so expensive.
Note that our approach still is more effective since is more compatible with the
human judgment process. Our approach is also more efficient compared to the
topic modeling language model (LDA) [35], since they also use all terms in a
document to model term associations. Also, the running time for each of the
Gibbs sampling in LDA increases linearly with the number of documents N and
the number of topics K i.e., O(N K) which makes their approach even more
expensive compared to the generalized language model.
Zamani and Croft [39] proposed an embedding query expansion named EQE1
to estimate query language model. They used word embedding similarities to find
terms in the entire vocabulary that are semantically related to the query terms.
This method is much faster than the previous ones (i.e., LDA model [35] and
generalized language model [13]) but is not optimal since it needs to compute
similarity scores between query terms and all terms in the vocabulary.
Properties of the proposed method: Fang et al. [11], proposed seven
constraints for IR models and showed that it is necessary to satisfy them to get
good performance. To compute the semantic similarity score between a querycentric context and query terms, it is also necessary to satisfy these constraints.
For example, if we have a query with two terms, and two query-centric contexts,
the context that can interpret more distinct query words should be assigned a
higher score. Clinchant et al. [6] showed that Log-Logistic model satisfies all
constraints in the PRF framework. Therefore, we modify this model in our approach to compute semantic similarity between query-centric context and query
terms. In other words, by modifying Log-Logistic model and considering querycentric context as a small document, we make sure that our model satisfies all
constraints proposed by Fang et al. [11].
Tao and zhai [32], proposed proximity based constraints for IR models. There
are similar constraints for pseudo relevance feedback [25]. They showed that by
comparing two documents that match the same number of query words, it is
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more desirable to rank the document in which all query terms are close to each
other above another one. We argue that this assumption also is valid in semantic
space. By using the query-centric window, we implicitly promote documents that
have query terms close in semantic or exact matching. Therefore, our method
can capture important IR characteristics i.e. exact/semantic matching signals,
proximity heuristics, and query term importance.

5

Experiments

In this section, we aim to address the following research questions.
RQ1: How does our model perform with different retrieval functions to
weight query terms? (see Eq.12)
RQ2: How does our model perform compared to existing retrieval models?
RQ3: What is the effect of different principle functions for combining relevance evidence, including Aggregate Relevance (AR) principle and Disjunctive
Relevance Decision (DRD), in our model?
Experimental setup. We use three standard TREC collections in our experiments: Robust, Gov2, and WT10g. We use the title of topics as queries. We
use standard INQUERY stopword list to remove stopwords and no stemming
is performed. The experiments are carried out using the Indri and the Lemur
toolkits3 . In our experiments, we use pre-trained word embeddings of Glove,
trained on Wikipedia 2014 and Gigaword 5 corpus [28]. Statistically significant
differences of performances are determined using the two-tailed paired t-test
computed at a 95% confidence level over average precision per query.
Baseline methods. We compare our proposed model with three categories
of existing models for information retrieval: basic retrieval models, retrieval models that consider semantic similarity or topic modeling, and proximity-based retrieval models. Since our proposed model is an unsupervised semantic matching,
we do not compare our model with supervised approaches and neural network
based models that require labeled data. Three basic retrieval models are used
as baseline: BM25: An effective and widely-used retrieval method [30]. LM:
Standard language modeling approach for information retrieval where document
language models are smoothed using the Jelinek-Mercer smoothing method [40].
Logistic: An information-based retrieval method using the Log-logistic distribution [6]. For proximity-based retrieval models, we choose the sequential dependence model (SDM) as a baseline, which considers term dependencies in the
language modeling framework using Markov random fields [21]. Baseline models
that take advantages of semantic similarity or topic modeling are: EQE1: An
embedding-based model for query expansion proposed by Zamani and Croft [39].
EQE1 is shown to outperform other embedding-based expansion models, e.g.,
embedding-based expansion of document language models [13] and heuristicbased query expansion using word embeddings [1]. Therefore, we only compare
our model with the EQE1 model in the experiments. Note that in this experiment, we only consider methods that select expansion terms based on word
3

http://lemurproject.org/
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Table 1: Performance of the proposed method with different retrieval models
as the weighing function in Eq. (12). N indicates that the improvements over
corresponding retrieval model are statistically significant.
Dataset Metric
MAP
P@10
Robust nDCG@10
Recall
GMAP
MAP
P@10
WT10g nDCG@10
Recall
GMAP
MAP
P@10
nDCG@10
Gov2
Recall
GMAP

LM LCD-LM BM25 LCD-BM25 Logistic LCD-Logistic
0.2048
0.3566
0.3580
0.5093
0.1043
0.1119
0.1806
0.1695
0.5430
0.0400
0.2521
0.5332
0.4343
0.6028
0.1701

0.2351N
0.3916N
0.3948N
0.5501N
0.1324N
0.1469N
0.2224N
0.2239N
0.5896N
0.0646N
0.2850N
0.5672N
0.4578
0.6336N
0.1946N

0.2264
0.4088
0.4171
0.5156
0.1235
0.1773
0.2622
0.2904
0.5883
0.0680
0.2671
0.5669
0.4681
0.6188
0.1897

0.2458N
0.4249N
0.4327N
0.5507N
0.1432N
0.1899N
0.2867N
0.3132N
0.5989
0.0847N
0.2937N
0.5858N
0.4907N
0.6487N
0.2096N

0.2258
0.4004
0.4132
0.5195
0.1257
0.1744
0.2704
0.2842
0.5792
0.0656
0.2679
0.5479
0.4535
0.6166
0.1863

0.2481N
0.4329N
0.4391N
0.5539N
0.1462N
0.1945N
0.2908N
0.3110N
0.6058N
0.0871N
0.2926N
0.5655N
0.4739N
0.6534N
0.2126N

embeddings and not other information sources such as the top retrieved documents for each query (PRF). LDA: An LDA-based estimation of document
language models [35].
We compare baseline models with some variants of our proposed model. Variants of our model starting with prefix LCA or LCD indicate that documents
are scored using aggregate relevance or disjunctive relevance, respectively.
Parameter setting. In all experiments, parameter c in Eq. 1, σ in Eq. 11,
θ in Eq. 6, the parameter λ of the smoothing method of the LM baseline, and
parameters b and k1 of the BM25 baseline are set using 2-fold cross validation
to optimize MAP performance over the queries of each collection. The value of
parameters c, σ, and θ are selected from {1, 3, 6, · · · , 12}, {1, 5, 10, · · · , 20}, and
{0.3, 0.4, 0.5, · · · , 1.0}, respectively. The parameter λ of the LM baseline is swept
between {0, 0.1, · · · , 1} and the value of b and k1 of BM25 baseline are chosen
from {0.75, 1.0} and {1.0, 2.0}, respectively. In all experiments, the dimensions
of embedding vectors is 200. We set the LDA hyper-parameters α and β to 50/K
and 0.001, respectively, where K is the number of topics in LDA. K is set to 800
as suggested in [35]. For the SDM model, the weight of the unigram component,
the ordered and unordered window are selected from {0, 0.1, · · · , 1}. We also
made sure that they sum to 1.
5.1

Effectiveness of different weighting functions

In this section, without loss of generality, we use three simple but effective retrieval functions including LM, BM25, and Log-Logistic in our model to weight
query terms in Eq. (12), which aims to answer RQ1. The results of this experiment are reported in Table 1. According to this table, semantic matching in
the local contexts of documents improves retrieval effectiveness in all cases. The
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Table 2: Performance of proposed method and baselines. The superscript N indicates that the improvements over all other baselines are statistically significant.
Dataset Metric

LM BM25 Logistic SDM LDA EQE1 LCD-Logistic

MAP
P@10
Robust nDCG@10
Recall
GMAP
MAP
P@10
WT10g nDCG@10
Recall
GMAP
MAP
P@10
Gov2
nDCG@10
Recall
GMAP

0.2048
0.3566
0.3580
0.5093
0.1043
0.1119
0.1806
0.1695
0.5430
0.0400
0.2521
0.5332
0.4343
0.6028
0.1701

0.2264
0.4088
0.4171
0.5156
0.1235
0.1773
0.2622
0.2904
0.5883
0.0680
0.2671
0.5669
0.4681
0.6188
0.1897

0.2258
0.4004
0.4132
0.5192
0.1257
0.1744
0.2704
0.2842
0.5792
0.0656
0.2679
0.5479
0.4535
0.6166
0.1863

0.2273
0.3936
0.4069
0.5188
0.1212
0.1845
0.2776
0.2916
0.5930
0.0783
0.2695
0.5608
0.4615
0.6250
0.1859

0.2299
0.4123
0.4192
0.5209
0.1187
-

0.2278
0.4040
0.4094
0.5244
0.1186
0.1867
0.2750
0.3110
0.6046
0.0792
0.2731
0.5682
0.4671
0.6232
0.1901

0.2481 N
0.4329 N
0.4391 N
0.5539 N
0.1462 N
0.1945 N
0.2908 N
0.3110
0.6058
0.0871 N
0.2926 N
0.5655
0.4739 N
0.6534 N
0.2126 N

improvements are statistically significant in most cases. This shows the effectiveness of our approach in integration of semantic matching into retrieval models.
One can also observe that using Log-Logistic function for weighting the importance of query terms in our model outperforms using BM25 or the language
model framework in most cases. This observation demonstrates that relevance
scores of local contexts are more compatible with the scores of the Log-logistic
model. Therefore, in the next experiments, we use this retrieval model as the
weighing function in our model.
Table 3: Comparing different principle function for combining local context relevance scores on Gov2 only.
Metric
MAP
P@10
nDCG@10
Recall
GMAP

5.2

LCA-Logistic LCD-Logistic
0.2730
0.5628
0.4585
0.6297
0.1897

0.2926
0.5655
0.4739
0.6534
0.2126

Performance of the Proposed Model

In this section, we compare our model with the baselines, which aims to address
RQ2. The results of this experiment are reported in Table 2. According to this
table, the proposed method (i.e., LCD-Logistic) outperforms SDM. This shows
that our model in addition to using the proximity of query terms in a document
improves the retrieval performance by exploiting the semantic similarity of terms.
Unlike SDM, the EQE1 and LDA baseline models consider semantic similarity
and topic modeling in document ranking, respectively. According to the results
in this table, LCD-Logistic outperforms EQE1 and LDA-based retrieval models.
We only report the results of the LDA model on Robust due to the prohibit
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training time of LDA on the other two collections. These comparisons show the
importance of capturing semantic similarity in the local context for information
retrieval. We also report GMAP to evaluate our method in confrontation with
hard queries. We also report the recall metric in this table. According to the
results, LCD-Logistic improves recall in Robust and Gov2 collections substantially.
5.3 Different principle functions for combining relevance evidences
This section aims to answer RQ3. The results of this experiment are shown
in Table 34 . Comparing LCD and LCA variants of our model together shows
that the LCD variant outperforms LCA in all cases. This means that using the
most relevant local context of a document to score it, following the disjunctive
relevance principle, has better performance.
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Fig. 1: Sensitivity of the proposed method (LCD-Logistic) to the θ and σ
Parameter Sensitivity Analysis: Figure 1a shows the sensitivity of the
proposed method to the similarity threshold in Eq 4. According to this figure,
the best value for the similarity threshold is 0.5 in all datasets. It is worth
noting that by setting the value of θ to 1, we just consider exact matching in the
local context of query terms. Figure 1b shows sensitivity of LCD-Logistic to the
normalization parameter σ in Eq 11. According to this figure, the best value for
this parameter in all collections is 10.

6

Conclusion

We propose a new model for semantic matching in information retrieval. Our
model is designed based on simulating human judgment process to find highquality similarity scores between query and document. The proposed method is
designed to be able to capture important IR heuristics, e.g, proximity of query
terms in documents, semantic matching between query and document terms,
and importance of query terms. We showed that our model can be integrated
into any retrieval models and improve their performance significantly.
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Note that for the sake of space, in this experiment, we just consider the Gov2 collection.
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